Abstract-Wireless camera sensor networks are finding potential applications in the areas of sensing and control. Such applications require the camera nodes of the network be calibrated precisely. This paper proposes a simple algorithm to perform distributed calibration of a camera sensor network that has been deployed in an unknown environment. The camera sensor nodes use their imaging abilities in collaboration with a cooperative moving target to determine their positions and orientations. The proposed algorithm requires simple arithmetic calculations and hence, it can be programmed on to low power processors. Its correctness, reliability and scalability for a large scale network have been validated by performing simulations using Player/Stage robotic simulations software. The algorithm has been implemented practically on a real time camera sensor network.
I. INTRODUCTION

A. Motivation
The advancements in technology and the emergence of a variety of sensing devices have led to the wide use of wireless sensor networks in various applications involving data acquisition and control. The emergence of new sensors has paved the way for the development of a variety of effective, low power and low cost vision based sensing platforms [10, 12, 13] , which play a crucial role in a variety of applications ranging from a habitat monitoring, virtual tours of environments to intruder tracking in defense. Calibration of a camera is a process used to determine some of its internal parameters like its focal length, skew factor, lens distortion and external parameters like its position and orientation in an unknown environment. Calibration is performed to correct the errors that occur due to device imperfections and aging. Calibration can be implemented wither in a centralized or in a distributed fashion. In a centralized implementation, all the nodes in a network communicate their tracking information to a centralized node which runs the calibration algorithm to determine the parameters of the remaining sensor nodes of the network. This method has the disadvantage that there is a single point-of-failure in the network and also requires exchange of large amounts of information which is both time and power consuming. In a distributed implementation [8] , each sensor node calibrates itself without relying on a central node for computations. The processors of the sensor nodes Vimal Mehta and Weihua Sheng are with the School of Electrical and Computer Engineering, Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, OK 74078 USA (e-mail: weihua.sheng@okstate.edu).
run the computational algorithms required to perform the calibration. Most of the distributed calibration techniques use a complex non-linear mathematical approach which is difficult to implement on low power processors. Hence, there is a need to develop a simple and lightweight algorithm that can be implemented in a distributed manner on low power processors.
B. Problem statement
Consider a set of n camera sensor nodes deployed into a battlefield for enemy tracking as shown in the Figure 1 . Whenever an enemy target is detected by a sensor node, it has to calculate the location information of the target and exchange this information with this other nodes so at to track the target as it moves in the environment. Therefore, a camera sensor node must know its current location and orientation in order to localize the moving target. So, we firstly need to generate a reference coordinate system in the environment and for every camera sensor node ) 1 ( n to i i = in the environment, we need to determine its pose ) , , ( 
C. Related work
Camera calibration has been widely researched in the Computer Vision community [9, 11, 16] . In [7] , a service mobile robot equipped with a planar pattern, stops at a location in the field of view of camera sensor node. The sensor node determines its external parameters from the captured images of the pattern and communicates the same to the robot, which performs suitable transformations of the camera parameters from a camera centered coordinate system to a world grid coordinate system. In [6] placed at various points in the environment and estimates its external parameters, degree of overlap and region of overlap with its neighbors. In [1] , Lee and Aghajan present a collaborative technique to localize the nodes of a camera sensor network using opportunistic observations of a target. Each node uses in-node image processing to extract the coordinates of the center of the blob of an object it detects. Two nodes act as reference nodes and setup a reference coordinate system. The reference nodes collaborate with more than one uncalibrated node to track the moving object. Each node uses Gauss-Newton method [1, 19, 20] to determine its position and orientation in the reference frame. However, this calibration algorithm requires simultaneous tracking of an object by the all the reference nodes and the uncalibrated nodes. Also, this method requires a minimum of three sensor nodes and at least five observations of the target be taken by each sensor node. In [11] , a self calibration protocol has been proposed, in which the location information at four different locations in the field of view of a camera sensor is transmitted by a cooperative target. The sensor node uses a non-linear estimation method to solve for its location coordinates. It uses this information with a subset of three other locations to determine its orientation. Though our work is similar in spirit to the work in [11] , it is different in many aspects. We assume that the moving target is equipped with a dead reckoning based position sensor [18] . We use the location information at only three points in the field of view to calibrate a camera sensor node and also, we use a simple method to solve for the distributed calibration problem.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses the calibration algorithm which forms the basis of this paper. In Section III the reliability and scalability of the proposed calibration algorithm are validated by simulating it for a large scale distributed camera sensor network using Player/Stage robotic simulation software. The proposed algorithm has been practically implemented on a real time camera sensor network and the experimental implementation is discussed in Section IV. Section V concludes the paper and also throws light on the future work.
II. PRINCIPAL OF DISTRIBUTED CAMERA CALIBRATION
We propose a novel method for a distributed camera calibration using cooperative target observations, which is suitable for low power applications. In the present work, we focus on determining the external parameters of a camera sensor node in a real time unknown environment.
A. Assumptions
In this algorithm, we assume that a cooperative target equipped with wireless connectivity moves around in the environment to assist the camera sensor nodes in the environment in their calibration. The target is assumed to be equipped with a dead reckoning based position sensor module. This module informs about the size of the step and the direction of the heading that the target has made from its previous position. The target uses this information and combines it with the coordinates of the previous location to determine its current location coordinates.
B. Working of the system
The proposed system consists of a wireless camera sensor nodes communicating with one another over a wireless network using the zigbee protocol [14] . The camera is equipped with image processing software to extract and determine the coordinates of a detected blob respect to its field of view. Whenever a sensor node in the network detects the moving target, it sends out trigger signals across the network. On receiving the trigger signals, other sensor nodes in the network start acquiring frames. One of the nodes that can see the target simultaneously along with the triggering node is designated as a helper node. The triggering node and the helper node together form a reference coordinate system with the origin assumed to be located at the triggering node. Each of the reference nodes captures the target's image and extracts the center of the detected target's blob. For every captured target frame, the sensor nodes determine the relative angle φ between the optical axis of their camera and the line joining their camera centers to the center of the target. This information is exchanged among the reference nodes and is used to estimate the current location of the target in the reference frame and also used to determine their camera orientations. Once the reference nodes perform the localization of the target, they inform the target about its current location in the reference frame. From here, the target uses dead reckoning to update its location during its motion. The localized target now wanders in environment to calibrate the remaining sensor nodes. Whenever the target falls in the field of view of an uncalibrated camera sensor node, the camera extracts the coordinates of the center of the detected blob and simultaneously requests the current location coordinates from the target. In a similar fashion, the sensor node extracts the blob center of the target at three different locations in the field of view of its camera. At each of the three distinct locations, the pin-hole camera model is used by the node to determine the angle φ from the extracted blob readings. The camera sensor node performs simple mathematical operations on the angle and location information of the target to determine its current position and orientation in the reference coordinate system. The sensor node also communicates its location and orientation information back to the wandering target. Thus, the localized target while moving in the coverage area of the network helps the camera sensor nodes in their calibration and also keeps a record of the locations and orientation of all the nodes it encounters in its path.
C. Calibration algorithms
In the system model shown in Figure 2 , there is a reference coordinate system with the reference node 0 at origin. Let the helper node 1 is at a distance d units from the triggering node. In Figure 2 ,θ is the unknown orientation of each camera sensor node with respect to the positive X-axis of the coordinate system. The angle φ is calculated using the pinhole camera model shown in Figure 3 . If D is the horizontal resolution of the camera in pixels, ψ is the angle of the field of view of the camera and d is the distance between the centre of the camera and the point on the image plane of the camera where the image of the object is formed, thenφ is given as follows. variable matrix of the unknown parameters. Gauss-Newton method is used to estimate the state variables. Once the unknown parameters are estimated, the triggering node, determines the external parameters for the reference nodes and also the coordinates of the target at locations 1 and 2. The triggering node, communicates the coordinates of locations 1 and 2 to the cooperative target. The target now while moving around uses dead reckoning to updates its coordinates from time to time. The next step is the distributed calibration of the remaining nodes in the environment.
C.2 Calibration of the remaining nodes..
Assume that the cooperative moving target has been detected by an uncalibrated camera sensor node n situated at an 
) ( ) ( ) tan( The three equations (7), (8) and (9) were solved using MATLAB and a unique solution was obtained.
The expressions returned for y x , and θ involved simple arithmetic operations. As such, they can be programmed directly onto the processors having sufficient memory. Thus, by using the above method, a camera sensor node is able to calibrate itself in a distributed fashion. Unlike the other calibration techniques that involve non-linear estimation methods, this part of the calibration technique does not require any guesses to solve for the external parameters of the remaining camera sensor nodes . Hence, this approach has an added advantage that the problem of getting stuck at a local minimum due to bad initial guesses is avoided. Also, as the algorithm involves only simple arithmetic computations, the calibration can be performed at a relatively faster rate and with a less power consumption.
III. SIMULATION IN PLAYER/STAGE
A. Player/Stage
Player/Stage is a tool that enables research in robotics and sensor systems [4, 5] . It is an integration of two platformsThe Player and The Stage. The Player [5] is a repository server providing libraries for various robots, sensors and actuators. It can be used to program and control real time devices over the TCP/IP network. Stage [5] is used to simulate a 2-dimensional multi-agent autonomous system. It provides simple and computationally less intensive models for real time robots like the pioneer and for sensors like sonar and laser range finders, fiducial finders, blob finders and many more. The Stage devices are programmed and controlled using virtual Player ports. The stage devices are accessed through Player, as if they were real hardware. Stage aims to mimic real world devices more efficiently rather than accurately.
B. Implementation details
The calibration algorithm proposed in section II was simulated using the Player/Stage robotic simulation software. A Stage world of size 25x25 was created and was populated with 13 camera sensor nodes. Each camera sensor node of the world was equipped with the blob finder interface and an opaque interface. The blob finder mimics the real time CMUCAM2 [2] CMOS vision camera sensor with a field of view of 60 degrees and a resolution of 87x143 in pixels. It returns the coordinates of the center of a target detected in its field of view. Wireless communication between the cooperative moving target and the sensor nodes was mimicked using the opaque interface. The Pioneer2dx robot model, equipped with a position2d interface and an opaque interface was used to simulate the cooperative moving target. Figure 7 shows the Stage world file used for the simulation. Due to the unavailability of a model to simulate the position sensor, the path for the robot was pre-determined. The position vectors and heading angles between various points in the pre-determined path are calculated before hand. At any given location, the robot uses the position vector and heading angle and calculates the coordinates of its next location and steers itself to this location using a closed loop control algorithm. One reference nodes was placed at the origin and the other was placed at 10 units away from this node. The robot is made to move between two locations while maintaining it in the field of view of the blob finders of the reference nodes as shown in Figure 4 . Gauss-Newton method is run at the first node on the blob finder and position vector readings exchanged by the reference nodes to determine the coordinates of the two robot locations as well as the orientations of the two reference nodes. The coordinates of the second location are communicated to the robot which then continues to move around in the environment. If the robot encounters a sensor node, it communicates its coordinates at three distinct locations in the field of view of the blob finder of the sensor node. Simultaneously, the sensor node determines the angle φ at each location of the robot. The sensor node is programmed with the expressions obtained by solving the equations (7), (8) and (9) in MATLAB (as discussed in Section C.2). The camera sensor node substitutes the angle and the location information into these expressions and solves for its location and orientation. It also communicates the same information to the robot. Table I shows the original and calculated poses of all the camera sensor nodes in the environment for the three target paths. Statistical parameters like mean and standard deviation for the pose of the sensor nodes are determined and are shown in the tables II, III and IV. A. The camera sensor network The proposed calibration algorithms were practically tested in laboratory. For the purpose of vision sensing, the CMUCAM2 CMOS vision camera sensors were used and Wireless connectivity was established by using four Jennic JN5121 wireless modules.
C. Simulation results
The Jennic module consisted of the JN5121 wireless microcontrollers from JENNIC Corporation [3] . JN5121 is a 32 bit RISC CPU with an inbuilt programmable IEEE 802.1.54 protocol stack operating at 2.4 GHz. The CMUCAM2 CMOS camera sensor has a SX52 micro-controller interfaced to OV6620 [15] or OV7620 omni vision CMOS camera. It has an adjustable resolution of up to 166 x 255 pixels and track used defined blobs at up to 50 frames per second. It is factory programmed to transmit the coordinates of the centroid of a detected blob over a serial port in response to the commands it receives from external devices. Each CMUCAM2 camera was interfaced to a Jennic module using an RS-232 serial communication link as shown in the Figure 9 . This module is called the end-device. In the test bed shown in the Figure 10 , one of the reference nodes was placed at the origin of the reference frame and the other reference node was placed at a distance of 14 inches away from the origin. All the modules of the test bed are connected using a zigbee network. The reference nodes are always fixed. The uncalibrated camera sensor node, programmed to run the calibration algorithm, is placed at various positions and orientations on the test bed during the experimental evaluation. All the end devices sent their calculated external parameters to the coordinator which directed them to the PC. On PC, a MATLAB program was run to plot the experimentally obtained values against the original locations and orientations of the three camera sensor nodes.
B. Experimental results
Experiments were conducted by placing the uncalibrated sensor node at various locations and orientations on the grid shown in Figure 10 . 
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper proposes a simple algorithm to perform distributed calibration of a camera sensor node in an unknown environment. Most of the existing calibration techniques have the disadvantage that they either require the presence of landmarks to perform calibration or those which do not use landmarks either give only the relative locations and orientations or require complex non-linear computations. Our calibration algorithm is computationally less intensive and fast. As the final expressions for the external parameters of the camera involve only simple arithmetic operations, distributed implementation can be achieved by programming the expressions into the processors of the sensor nodes. In large environments, the dead reckoning error will accumulate with the increased target movement and hence may lead to large errors in the target localization which may in turn lead to calibration errors by a collaborating camera sensor node. Hence, the target locations have to be refined simultaneous by a calibrated camera. This is called the Simultaneous Localization and Tracking problem (SLAT). A Kalman filter [17] can be used to solve this problem. This will be our future work.
